JARDIN COSMIQUE - HOLITHOGRAPHE
Technical Information & Sales Conditions
Read the information carefully before using the Holithographe
Contents of the box

Holithographe

Power source

USB power cable

HDMI cable

Velcro fastening

Manual

Technical specifications
Video output : HDMI
Power source : 5VDC / 0.5A
Dimensions : 80 x 58 x 16 mm
Weight : 125g
Power source
USB power cable
Or power charger
HDMI cable

1. Installation
Your Holithographe ideally is fixed behind your screen
with the fastener supplied. Separate the two ends of
velcro, paste one behind your screen and the other
under the Holithographe. Attach the Holithographe to
the back of your screen. The Holithographe can also
arise on the furniture.
2. Power source
The Holithographe is powered either with the USB
power cable (option A) or with the power charger
(option B).

Option A
Connect the USB power cable directly to one of the USB
inputs on your display. The Holithographe turns on and
off automatically with your display.

The Holithographe is fixed behind your
screen with the fastening velcro supplied

Power source :
The USB power cable
connects to a USB input on
the display and to the
power input of the
Holithographe

Option B
If you are using the power charger, plug it into a
socket-outlet rack with a switch. When you are not
using the Holithographe, turn it off with the switch.
3. Connection and start-up
Connect the Holithographe to your screen with the
supplied HDMI cable. To view holokinetic paintings,
select the desired HDMI input with the remote control
of your screen.
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HDMI cable:
It connects to the
HDMI output of the
Holithographe and to
one of the HDMI
inputs of your screen

Terms of use :
The Holithographe should not be
- Subject to extreme temperatures
- Exposed to moisture and water
- Exposed to dust, sand, salt or smoke
- Exposed to flammable products
- Subjected to strong vibrations or shock
Guarantee
The receipt issued by the Laboratoire Jardin Cosmique acts as a guarantee. The warranty period is 2 years
from the date of purchase. The warranty does not cover normal wear and tear such as aging (rays), damage
due to improper maintenance, indirect damage or negligence.
Help
In case of problems, contact the Laboratoire Jardin Cosmique or your dealer. Any technical intervention on
the Holithogaphe by a company or a third person will end the warranty.
Upgrade your Holithographe
If you already have a Holithographe 1.0 or 2.0, you can acquire a superior model by returning your old
Holithographe. Once received and payment of the difference in price between the two models, you will
receive your new Holithographe.
Shipping & returns
The customer agrees to check the goods immediately once received. If any damage or irregularities are
observed, or if any elements are missing, the customer must inform the Laboratoire Jardin Cosmique in
writing within 15 days of receipt of the goods. The return costs are the responsibility of the customer and
the shipment must be made in the original packaging with all the accessories.
Delivery to foreign countries
The import taxes are the responsibility of the customer.
Limitation of use
The Holokinetic paintings displayed by the Holithographe is allowed only in a private space. Any public
release without prior authorization of the Laboratoire Jardin Cosmique is prohibited.
Copyright and Trademark
Holokinetic paintings are protected by copyright, they can not be duplicated. The trademarks
"Holithographe" and "Jardin Cosmique" are registered trademarks and are protected by Trademark.
Applicable law
Swiss law. For legal in Aigle, Vaud, Switzerland.

Laboratoire JARDIN COSMIQUE
Fenalet - 1880 Bex - Switzerland
info@holithographe.com
www.holithographe.com
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